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The power of cognitive 
dissonance.

Most of us set goals and never hit them. We may not be reviewing our goals often enough. Or 
the goals we set were unrealistic. The main reason we don’t hit our goals, though, is because we 
failed to open a story loop in our minds that our subconscious desired to close. In other words, 
we didn’t “program” our minds to head toward our goals. A story-based approach to goal 
setting solves this problem.

The reason a story can hold our attention is because it opens a story loop at the beginning 
that makes somebody curious as to how that loop will close. A story-based approach to goal 
setting does the same thing. It opens a story loop in your mind that can only be closed if you 
accomplish your goal. In a sense, then, you are directing your mind toward a destination by 
imaging a future scene you then head toward. Of course, all goal setting works this way, but a 
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story-based approach takes things a step further. All stories are about the transformation of a 
character. At the end of a novel or movie, a character is usually a better version of themselves. 
They are more skilled, more confident, or physically transformed into the person that can 
accomplish a task. The key to a story-based approach to goal setting, then, is to imagine that 
you already are the person who has been transformed. Your mind will then “close the gap” and 
become that person. Within reason, that is.

T H E  P O W E R  O F  C O G N I T I V E  D I S S O N A N C E

This isn’t a magical process. It’s actually really simple and scientific. Here are the basic principles:

1. SELF IMAGE 
You have a certain image of yourself that you might call  
your “self identity.”

2. IMAGE RECONCILIATION 
Regardless of whether that identity is true, you  
automatically act like the person you think you are.
 
3. ASPIRATIONAL IMAGE 
If you begin to imagine yourself having already  
transformed into a better version of yourself, you create  
something called “cognitive dissonance.”
 
4. ASPIRATIONAL IMAGE RECONCILIATION 
Cognitive dissonance is your brain’s desire to reconcile  
who you actually are to who you think you are.
 
5. AUTOMATIC TRANSFORMATION 
Imagining (or rather, believing) you are already the person 
you want to become then serves as a subconscious motivator 
to “automatically” become that person.



In other words, when you imagine yourself as the person you want to be, you open a “story 
loop” in your brain that it will automatically move toward closing. In order to close that story 
loop, you will have to actually become that person.

Before we go too far into the “how-tos” of this process, let’s look closer at the five principles 
that make it work.

Likely without knowing it, you have formulated in your mind 
a “self image,” that is, you think of yourself as a certain kind 
of person. Sometimes positive, sometimes negative, your 
family, friends and most especially your own thoughts, have 
fed into this self image. 

Weldon Long uses the metaphor of a mechanic building a 
motorcycle out of a complete box of parts. He takes each 
part, bolts it on or screws it in and after a few weeks, has 
a motorcycle. Why? Because those were the parts in the 
box. It would be impossible, then, for the mechanic to work 
for a few weeks and look down to realize he hadn’t made a 
motorcycle, he’d made a cake. The reason that would be 
impossible is because the box was full of motorcycle parts, 
not ingredients for a cake.
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Your mind, Long says, is like that box. You have been created based on what was in that box. 
Your thoughts, ideas about yourself, perceived limitations and so on make up the contents 
of that box and therefore become who you are.

The guiding principle: If you want to change who you are, change the contents of your box 
(or self image.)

Your mind does not like inconsistency. It will always try to 
reconcile your self image to your actual self. Therefore, if 
somebody says you are “great with people” and you reinforce 
that idea in your mind, you will automatically move into 
situations that affirm that belief and, in doing so, get better 
and better with people.

If, on the other hand, you spill coffee on your shirt one day 
and say to yourself “I’m such a klutz” then you may look 
for more and more opportunities to enforce that belief and 
therefore become more and more of a klutz.

This all sounds rather harmless except when you start saying 
things to yourself like “I hate selling” or “I am a terrible 
business person” or “I struggle with sweets” or “I hate 
exercise.” Each of these statements propitiate a self image 
that, in turn, our mind attempts to reconcile. The result? An 
unhealthy, unconnected, unsuccessful person.
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Creating an aspirational identity in our minds helps us re-
program the direction of our lives. When we stop telling 
ourselves that we are destined to be fat but start telling 
ourselves we are actually healthy and fit, our subconscious 
starts acting more and more like the person we have told 
ourselves we are.

The key is to create an aspirational image for ourselves in 
each area we want to improve, and then reinforce that image 
so we automatically start becoming that person.
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To a small degree, your mind can’t tell the difference 
between what is true about you and what isn’t. I mean this 
within reason, of course. A 90-year-old man isn’t going to 
believe he can play professional baseball and actually become 
young again. But remember, most of our actual thoughts 
about ourself have little bearing in reality. Are you really a 
“loser” or do you just think you are? Are you really “terrible 
with people” or did you just become that way because you 
chased a false identity a long time ago?
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As long as we consistently imagine ourselves as the person 
we want to become, and stop reinforcing the identity that 
is holding us back, we can change. There’s really nothing 
“spiritual” or “magic” about the process. It’s all about the 
brain reconciling our self image to our actual self. The 
transformation, then, will seem “automatic.”

By automatic I don’t mean there is no work involved. 
Catching ourselves reinforcing a negative self image is 
difficult work. Much of the time we don’t even know we are 
doing it. But if we continue to reinforce negative self images 
our brains will continue to reconcile ourselves to that image.

Likewise, re-programing ourselves with a positive self image 
is equally as difficult. You must start telling yourself you 
already are the person you want to become in order to put 
aspirational image reconciliation to work.
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The key to a good story is clarity. If a story isn’t clear, people 
lose interest. Therefore, when creating our story-based life 
plan we have to keep things simple and clear.

ELEMENTS OF THE 

STORY-BASED
LIFE PLAN



There are 2 steps to the life plan:
 1. Create a “story” for your life.
 2. Review that plot every day until you actually become the person that story made  
 you become.

That’s really it. The idea is that you create a very simple story that causes you to become the 
person you want to be, you program that story into your brain, you live that story and therefore 
transform.

How do you create a story for your life? There are 3 steps:

 1. Define who you want to become.
 2. Define a climactic scene that you will experience only if you become that person.
 3. Define 1 or 2 repeatable actions you can do in order to become that person.

You will then review these 3 elements every day.

Your life plan, then, will likely fit on one sheet of paper. I recommend 2 and no more than 3 
“stories” running at once. Any more than that and your mind will become confused and you likely 
won’t accomplish anything.



3 TIPS FOR 

MAKING
IT WORK

Every morning, shortly after I wake up, I sit in the same chair in 
the living room, drink a cup of coffee and review the 3 stories 
I’m currently working on in my life. I affirm my aspirational 
identity, imagine my climactic scene, and remind myself of the 
2 things I need to do that day in order to become that person.

After that I let the automatic process take over.

The process isn’t perfect, but it’s effective. By that I mean, 
I don’t always perform the consistent behaviors I need to 
perform in order to affect change. But when I don’t, cognitive 
dissonance sets in and lets me know I’m not measuring up 
to the person I believe I am. That motivation causes me to 
improve slowly over time.
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There must be a lot of self-grace in the process or the process won’t work. For 
instance, if I tell myself “I don’t eat sweets” and have two cookies that day, I can 
either have a helpful reaction about that experience or an unhelpful reaction.

My two reactions might look like this: 

 Unhelpful: I tell myself I don’t like sweets but that’s a lie. I’m a sugar fiend. I  
 always have been.

 Helpful: It’s strange that I ate two cookies today because I don’t like sweets. 

The unhelpful reaction actually reinforced the very identity we are trying to 
change. Do you see how cognitive dissonance works? Cognitive dissonance will 
either keep us the same in order to reconcile our minds to our actions, or it will 
change our behavior to reconcile our minds to our actions. Your subconscious 
doesn’t really care which route it takes. It just wants reconciliation. Why not 
take the route that gives you automatic transformation into a better version of 
yourself.

In her book Mindsets, Carol Dweck talks about the difference between people 
who succeed and people who don’t. People who succeed don’t fall into the fixed 
mindset trap of believing they cannot change or learn. If they perform poorly on 
a math test, they do not say “I am bad at math” they say “I can be good at math; I 
just didn’t study hard enough.”

Creating and reinforcing an aspirational identity may look and sound like lying 
to ourselves, but really it’s embracing a growth mindset that acknowledges the 
undeniable fact all people can change. And by change I mean radically transform.
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Another important factor of the story-based approach to goal setting is 
to keep the whole thing present tense. By that I mean, don’t say “I am 
going to get fit and healthy” say “I am fit and healthy.”

The reason it must be in present tense is that if you say “I am going to 
get fit and healthy” you reinforce the identity of a person who is going 
to become something. By nature of the fact you are going to become 
something, you are not yet that person. This means your aspirational 
identity reconciliation mechanism is not engaged, and you will not 
change.

K E E P  I T  P R E S E N T  T E N S E3

Your mind can really only focus on a few major projects at once. Even 
focusing on three may be difficult. My suggestion would be to start with 
two and then keep the rest of the stories you want to live “on deck.” 

When I say “on deck” I mean stories that you can live in the future, after 
you have achieved the current goals and become the person you wanted 
to become in that area of life.

Here is the simple worksheet that will allow you to set story-based goals.

O N LY  W O R K  O N  T W O  O R  T H R E E  S T O R I E S . 
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STORY-BASED GOALS

ASPIRATIONAL IDENTITY:            
CLIMACTIC SCENE:            
              
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR ONE:           
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR TWO:            
              

ASPIRATIONAL IDENTITY:            
CLIMACTIC SCENE:            
              
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR ONE:           
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR TWO:            
              

ASPIRATIONAL IDENTITY:            
CLIMACTIC SCENE:            
              
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR ONE:           
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR TWO:            
              

ASPIRATIONAL IDENTITY:            
CLIMACTIC SCENE:            
              
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR ONE:           
              
CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR TWO:            
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